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You are the producer of EDM - and you have a ton of productions? This expansion pack will delight you with its
refined selection of EDM presets, presets of ready-to-play EDM kits and sounds and presets, thanks to Andy Hinz.

From bassheavy EDM, Chillout and Cinematic EDM, to gothic, darkish or more techy sounds, EDM fanatics will
appreciate this expansion. Whether it's for Trance, Techno, House or Dubstep, plenty of wonderful EDM presets
await you in here! You are the dream producer, creating the stuff to rule the world? The last expansion pack is

here: Future Electronics Vol 2 is here! Manuel Schleis joined Andy Hinz for this huge collaboration, combining their
experiences and energy to make these superb presets for you. The result is a huge selection of presets for Classic
Hardware synthesizers, that are custom to emulate the classic gear with the most details. This expansion pack is
like a colourful rainbow, with two strong caps: Massive Vintage Synthesizers and Future Hardware synthesizers.
You will instantly recognize the real character of these presets, combined with the details of the amazing analog
gear. Each preset contains at least one layer to make your productions look even better. Every single preset is

inspired and packed with inspiration! Can you hear the strings of a classic Oberheim or Moog? If you need to hear
these sounds, well this is the expansion pack for you. Now we are on the moon with our three tasteful expansions:
All of them are 1GB in size and contain a huge amount of new sounds! Let's start with the most unique one: The
'classical' expansion 'Moon' has been the crowd pleaser so far - we made it even better and now there are 4 sub
expansions: Add to that: 'Beautiful Strings' and 'Off the Grid', both with their own unique sounds for the laid back
productions - but also check the 'Amplified Voices' from the 7'' below - for all your Dubstep producers with crazy

production requirements! The last sub expansion is the 'House and Techno' one, containing over 150 House
sounds such as warped 808 kicks, basslines, pads, weird sounds and all the goodness of a deep House producer's
paradise. Now let's talk drums! This is where all the 'Drumkits' come into play, containing over 100 dry and wet

laid down drumkits in stereo, rex2, rex4, multi formats, and also some weird deep tech stuff as multisampled wall-
of-sound effects and stuff.
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Welcome to the fourth part of our popular
Trance expansions: Deep, long and powerfull,

often very dark releases and proper
mixdowns start to lay their head. Hint: This
time it is all about keeping the energy down
and in the intensity-high stages, all the way
from the very beginning up to the breakup
with shocking and underground sounding

effects, harder sounds like breaks and kicks,
toxic leads and fantastic mixdowns. Excellent,

deep and powerful sound design for a very
special trance experience. This part has lots
of extra effects and drumkits for the ultimate

finishing of your creative visions. The pack
furthermore contains everything you hear in

the demo... so there are also many leads,
basses and drumkits (!) andlots of fresh

multisamples. Welcome to a special rocky
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beat: The pack contains 60 drum samples
from the intro of a rock band: Italian grunge

meets blues, hoarse vocals and rough guitars
make this a bumpin' collection of 60 tasteful
grooves for you to use for that next stadium
anthem. Have fun and make every track rock
with this great expansion. This pack includes:

4 multisamples, 30 dsd, 10 kick, 7 snare, 4
bass & 20 lead (with a raw version included

too!), 2 open chords, 21 vocal tracks, 9
grooves, 14 guitar multisamples, 18

charanter parts, 15 shuffle patterns, 28 fills, 2
one shot and 6 more grooves. New is the

Tracklick Version for all u people who like to
play it in a more conventional way.

Furthermore you will get a load of additional
samples, drumkits, arps, effects and

structures. Collectively packed with sounds
from the 70s and 80s, this Expansion pack

has 20 guitar riffs with their matching
arpeggiators, 14 box guitars, 3 strings, full
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chordarps and full stringarps! In addition to
the sounds, all the guitar frets have been

recorded as pitches, so you can use them as
strings. 5ec8ef588b
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